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MATHEMATICS 
ON "A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ORLICZ SPACE L~" 
BY 
KOJI HONDA 
(Communicated by Prof. A. C. ZAANEN at the meeting of June 27, 1964) 
. This note is an addition to the proof of Theorem in the preceding 
paper 1) with the same title published in these Proceedings. For the 
notations and references, we shall use the same as in the previous paper. 
In the proof of the fact that, for f(tYJ) EL~(@"), there exists a x E R 
such that (xjs, fYJ) = f(tYJ) a.e., we have used the integral (in the sense 
of Nakano) ff-xcn(fYl)dfYJs. 
However, f- xcn(fYl) are bounded and continuous on compact sets On, 
but not necessarily so over the whole space @". Accordingly we can not 
permit the existence of the integral. 
The proof of the above-mentioned fact, therefore, should be modified 
as the following way. 
For this purpose, we shall state two fundamental lemmas. 
Lemma l. In a regular topological space X, let A be a closed subset 
which is contained in some open set B with B- is compact. Then every 
bounded continuous function f(x) on A has a bounded continuous extension 
g(x) over X such that g(x) = 0 for x ¢ B. 
Proof. See [p. 16, 6]. 
Lemma 2. The proper space @" of R is a regular topological space, 
i.e., for any open set A C @", if fYlo E A then there exists an open set B such 
that fYlo E B C B- CA. 
Proof. It is obvious since each neighborhood U[pJ in @" is open 
and closed. 
First, note that for a compact set 0 C @" we can find a projector [p] 
such that 0 C U[pJ by [Th. 8.7, 5]. 
Now, applying the Lusin's theorem for f E L~, there exist the compact 
sets On t~=l such that p( @"-On) ~ lfn and f(tYJ) is bounded and con-
tinuous on each On. 
Therefore, for this sequence {On} we can find projectors [Pn] t~=l 
such that On C U[pnJ· By Lemma l and 2, consequently, there exist the 
bounded continuous extensions gn(fYl) of f · xcn(fYl) and integrals (in 
Nakano's sense) 
Xn = f[s] gn(fYl)dfYJs t~=l· 
1) K. HoNDA, Proc. Acad. Sci. Amsterdam (1964). 
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It is evident that 
( ~n, & ) =(In(&)= f·xon(&) .on On 
and 
fln(&) t:'-1 f(&) a.e. 
On account of the absolute continuity of the norm in L~ and Lemma 7 
in the previous paper we can find x E R with Xn t:'- 1 x and (xfs, &) = f(&) 
a.e. 
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